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1. Introduction. The following is a known complex variable Tauberian

due to Ikehara [3], used to give one of the simplest proofs to the prime

number theorem:

Theorem. Let f(s) be analytic in the half-plane Re {s} >1 and given there

by:

/» CO

e-su4>(u)du,

o

where <b(u) is non-negative and nondecreasing. Suppose that

(1.2) lim  [/(er + it)-—-—1 = *(<),
"=+i L er — 1 + it J

uniformly in any interval \t\ ^T, then

(1.3) <p(u) ~ Aeu («—>co).

It is not difficult to show that Ikehara's theorem is equivalent to the fol-

lowing result:

Theorem 1.1. Let f(s) be represented in the half-plane Re {5} > 0 by :

/l  00 e-'*da(«),
0

where a(u) is real and nondecr easing. Suppose that

(1.5) lim [/(er + it)-—1 = m
"=+o L er + llj

uniformly in any interval \t\ ^T, then

(1.6) a(u + h) — a(u) •—'Ah (u —► oo ),

uniformly for 0<hx^h^h2 (hx and h2 being arbitrary positive constants).

Comparing the last theorem with the real variable Tauberian (Hardy-

Littlewood), where one deduces from

(i) f(s) is represented by (1.4) for Re {s} >0, and

(ii) f(o)~A/<r for cr—>+0, ,
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that a(u)~Au, one sees that the complex variable Tauberian gives the asymp-

totic growth of the "coefficient" a{u+h)—a(u) while the real variable

Tauberian gives only the asymptotic growth of the "partial sum" a(u). That

one would obtain a better result in the complex case is of course to be ex-

pected in view of the much stronger assumptions underlaid in this case.

We propose to give in this paper, among other things, a generalization

of Ikehara's theorem (stated in the form of Theorem 1.1). The most notable

feature of our contribution will consist in dropping the condition that s = 0

is essentially a simple pole. A rather general class of singularities will be ad-

mitted instead. The condition of monotonicity of a(u) will also be replaced

by a more general condition. As an example of the type of results we shall

obtain we cite the following theorem which is a special case of a more general

result:

Theorem 1.2. Letf(s) be represented in the half-plane Re {s} >0 by (1.4)

where a(u) is nondecreasing. Let f(s) be bounded in the strips a>0, eg ] t\ ^/,

for any 0 <e < T. Suppose, furthermore, that there exists a function <p(s) analytic

in Re {s} >0 and given there by the Taylor-D series <p(s) = X/i„ e~ns such that:

(i) The only singularities of <j>(s) on the imaginary axis are the points 2irki

fork=0, ±1, • • •.
(ii)   lim inf I a„| >0.
(iii) log \an\ is a concave function of n.

(iv) For some To>0,f(s)—(p{s) is bounded in the half strip: a>0, \t\ g TV

Then

a(u -4- h) — a(u) ~ ha¡u] (u —> °o),

uniformly for 0 </h g Ä g/z2. (As usual we shall denote by [u] the integral part

ofu).

Finally we mention that the method to be used in this paper differs from

those used in similar problems and is more complex variable in character. It

can be described as the method of principal indices and was introduced in

[l] in problems concerning singularities of Dirichlet series. The following

two sections will develop the basic results associated with this method.

2. The fundamental theorem. In this section we shall extend to Laplace

transforms the Fundamental Theorem of [l]. We shall prove an important

special case of the extension and shall then remark briefly on the proof of the

general theorem. We shall establish

Theorem 2.1. Let f(s) be represented in the half-plane Re {5} >0 by (1.4)

and let a = 0 be the abscissa of absolute convergence of the Laplace transform. Put

fn+1 »I da(u) I.
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(Hence, lim supci/n=l.) Let {qn} be a sequence of positive numbers satisfying

the following conditions :

(i)    qn ^ cn.

(2.2) (ii)   lim (log g„)/» = 0.

(iii) log qn is a concave function of n: log qn+x — 2 log qn + log <?„_! 5= 0.

Put

(2.3) Jx(s) =-
0[Xie sx

Then, the family {fx(s)} is bounded uniformly in any compact region where

f(s) is analytic.

Proof. From (2.2) it follows that qn Î  and qn+i/qn j i. Let

(2.4) t)n = log qn+i - log qn.

Then, n„ïïO and t]n \ 0. Hence, if m and» are two non-negative integers,

(2.5) log qn+m - log qn g mr¡n

and

(2.5') log qn+m - log qn ^ wij„+m_i 2¡ W7;n+ro.

Set

(2.6) g 3(5)   =/x(5 + 77[s]).

Now, since ?;„—»0, any compact domain of regularity D oif(s) is also a domain

of regularity for gx(s) if x is taken sufficiently large. Since there is no loss of

generality in proving the theorem for x sufficiently large, we find that the

theorem is equivalent to

(2.7) gx(s) = 0(1) (x —> ») uniformly for s G D and x ^ ¡Co-

By the Heine-Borel-Lebesgue, (2.7) will follow once the boundedness "in the

small" of {gi(5)} is established. That is, once it is shown that with any 5oG79

one can associate a neighborhood containing 50 in which (2.7) holds. Now this,

we claim, will follow from

I ! C
(2.8) gx(s)    ^ -.-f (C being a constant),

I 1 ~~ e~° I

for 5 = er+í¿G7? and x sufficiently large. Indeed, suppose that (2.8) holds.

Then, obviously, {gi(5)j is locally uniformly bounded in the neighborhood

of every point 50 = er0+Äo G7) with ero^O (since 1 —e~'i¡ ̂ 0). On the other hand

J 0

,uda(u)
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if o"o = 0 the boundedness follows by using a well known artifice: let 5>0 be

small enough so that gx(s) is analytic in the square S2¡: \a\ g25, |í —10\ g25

for all x sufficiently large, and put

(2.9) Gx(s) = gx(s)[s - i(h + 2Ô)][s - i(to - 25)J.

It follows easily from (2.8) and (2.9) that on the sides of 52«:

(2.10) \Gx(s)\^Ci,

Ci being a constant. But, by the maximum principle (2.10) must hold in the

interior of S2s as well. Restricting ourselves to the interior square S¡ we get:

|gx(s)| gCi/52 (x}zxo) which is the desired local boundedness.

The theorem is thus reduced to establishing (2.8). We shall distinguish

here two cases:

(i) s = a+it with o->0. In this case we get from (2.3) and (2.6)

/CO

e-(>+il*V"da(u)

gx(s) =     —-= - j     e-<->+,>W)uda(x + u).
ctl]e-<«+n*l>* qix]Je

Hence

(2.11)

= -(   f      I da(x + u) I + e-(°+*W>  j      | da(x + u) | +
qix] \ J o J i

+ riW'W) I       | da(x + «)! + •••).

Now, by (2.1) and (2.2),

/> k+l p [x] + k+2

| da(x + «) I á  I I da(u) | = c[x]+k + C[,j+*+i
k J  [X]+k

= Qix}+k + Çix]+k+i è 2q[x]+k+i-

Thus, (2.12) and (2.11) give

(2.13) L ,M qix]

?M J

Using (2.5) for n=[x] and wî = £ + 1, we get: log g[l]+^+i —log çt*]— Arçr*]

g^Uláijo. This and (2.13) yield

| gx(s) | g 2e'»(l + e~' + e-2" +••■) = 2e^/\\ - e-) ,

which establishes (2.8) in the case under consideration.
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(ii) 5 = er+iTG7? with cr<0. In this case we may write

/e-(s+"i*]>"da(M)
o

(2.14) gx(s) =    f(S + llf - = 7,(5) - Jx(s).
qiX]e~u+vW)x qi^e-^+ií*))*

Let S > 0 be small enough so that f(s) is still analytic in the closed region D¡

composed of all circles |j — z\ ^ô with center z in D. Put Tl/=max \f(s)\

for sCzD¡, and let x be sufficiently large so that r][X]<ô. We then have for

5GZ> wither<0:

(2.15) I „(s)   =- < Me"Me"i*)l*l-l°* «w.
q[X]e-"xe-ii':ix

But r]ix]^r]o and, using (2.5') for m=[x] and w = 0, we find that [x]r7[x]

-log q[xi ̂  —log g0. Hence

(2.16) |/,(j)| < Me*°/qo = C2.

On the other hand we obtain for Jx(s), using (2.14), (2.2), and (2.1),

1   I Cx                            I        1    Cx ,i
I Jx(s) I = -    I     e(s+'W)(^u)ia(«) la - I     e<»+»M>(»-«) | da(u) \

q[X] IJ o g[i] «J o

<

(2.17) qil]

(i*]-i /• k+i

Z   e<,*-k-l)ce(z-k)vlx]    I |  da(u)

k=0 J k

f \da(u)\)

/'¿Lr1 eue*'1'-*''!*]                         \
^e'Llf 2-e^-'-1)" + l).

\ /t=o gril                                   /

f e'[*i
'  [x]

From (2.5') we get (taking m—[x] — k and n = k) that log g* — log g^]

+ ([#] — ̂ )í?[i] ^0. Combining this with (2.17) (using also rnx] ikr}o) we finally

obtain

(t»l-i \ /(»Hi \
Z e<-x-k-v° + 1 ) S e'[*l ( 22 eU»T-*-i>* _(_ i j
i-0 / \ k=0 /

e"[»l
< e'W(2 + e" + e2c + ■ ■ ■ ) = e'W +

1 - e"

e*« C3
< evi -|-<

1 — e"       I 1 — er' \

Thus, we have established (2.8) also in the last case and the proof of the

theorem is complete.
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Theorem 2.1 is a particular case of a more general result. We remark,

however, that in many applications this theorem suffices and there is no need

to use the more general theorem (e.g. this is true in connection with the proof

of Theorem 1.2). The case when Theorem 2.1 needs an improvement is

when c„—>0. Indeed, in this case one would expect to have a corresponding

result with a regular sequence {qn} satisfying qn—»0, whereas the conditions

of regularity (2.2) imply that {qn} is nondecreasing and therefore is bounded

away from zero. This defect is removed in the general theorem:

Theorem 2.2 (Fundamental Theorem). Suppose that the same assump-

tions as in Theorem 2.1 hold except that the conditions of regularity (ii) and

(iii) are replaced by the following more general condition of regularity :

(2.18)    (ÍÍ)   qJqn+^ L

(iii) log qn+i — 2 log qn + log çn-i á C/n for some constant C.

Then, the conclusion of Theorem 2.1 holds.

We shall omit here the proof of Theorem 2.2 which is more laborious than

that of Theorem 2.1. The corresponding result for a class of Dirichlet series

was established in [l, p. 277] and the proof of Theorem 2.2 follows exactly

the same lines. We shall only indicate the main tools used in the process of

proof. One uses:

(a) An analogous theorem to Theorem 2.1 for entire functions F(s) repre-

sented by everywhere absolutely converging Laplace transforms

F(s) =  f
J 0

e~sudA(u)

(the analogue of Theorem II, p. 268 in [l]).

(b) The Borel transformation for Laplace transforms which associates

with the function f(s) of the theorem an entire function F(s) represented by

the everywhere absolutely converging Laplace transform :

F(s)=   f e~sudA(u).

/' «      di-
o     T(v

da(v)

o    r(s + 1)

(T(u) being the Euler gamma function). The two functions are related by

f(a + it) e-.*-V-«/?(M _|_ u)du (a > 0).
-co
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We remark, however, that even in the case of Dirichlet series we have

added here a trivial improvement to the result of [l] where it was assumed

that the constant C of (2.18) is less than one. But this restriction is really

superfluous and can be removed by a change of variable 5 = 5'/ with a suitably

chosen constant I.

3. On the limit functions of the family {fx(s)}. It follows from the

Fundamental Theorem that the family of functions {fx(s)} defined by (2.3)

is normal in any region where f(s) is analytic. We shall now investigate the

limit functions of this family and show that they have a number of interest-

ing and simplifying properties.

Theorem 3.1. Let f(s) satisfy the conditions of Theorem 2.2 and suppose

that the imaginary axis is not a natural boundary for f(s). Let cp(s) be any limit

function of {fx(s)}. Then 4>(s) has the following properties:

(i) (¡>(s) is analytic and uniform in the domain composed of the half-plane

Re {5} >0, the half-plane Re {5} <0, and the regular points of f(s) on the

imaginary axis.

(ii) <p(s) has the representations

e~°«dß+(u) for Re {5} > 0
0

and

/>  CO

e'"i|S_(w) for Re {5}  < 0,
0

where ß+(u) and ß-(u) are of bounded variation in any finite interval, and are

given by

ß+(u) = lim C
a(xk + u) — a(xk)\

(3.2) (« =: 0)
„ , N       ,.     /«(**) - oi(xk - u)\
ß-(u) = lim I-1,

{xic} being a sequence of increasing numbers tending to infinity. Furthermore,

the variation of the functions ß±(u) in any interval [a, b] (0^a<b) verifies the

inequality

(3.3) f    |ij8±(«)| = (b - a) + 2.

(iii) // so = ito is an isolated singularity of f(s) on the imaginary axis (i.e.

if f(s) is regular for er = 0, \t — ta\ áS, t^ta), and if s0 is also a singularity of

<b(s), then it is a simple pole for <b(s).
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Proof. Let us pick a simply connected domain D such that: (a) it is a

domain of analyticity of f(s), and (b) it contains all the regular points of

f(s) on the imaginary axis. Since \fx(s)} is normal in D it will follow that

any limit function <p(s) is analytic in D. We shall first establish property

(ii) for the points of D. We shall denote throughout this paper by Vba(a) the

total variation of a(u) in [a, b]:

(3.4) Vl(a) =   f    |da(«)|.
J a

Let, now, s be any point in the half-plane Re {s} >0. Using (2.3) and (1.4)

we can write:

(3.5) fx(s) =-I     e~suda(u) =   I     e-sudax(u),
qix]e-xs J x Jo

where

a(u + x) — a{x)
(3.6) ax(u) = - •

9l»\

We thus find for Og,a<b, using (3.6), (3.4), (2.1), and (2.2) (i), that

vî(a1,) = -LvZ:(a)à— rSET«
(3.7) ÎW ?I"

1
=-(Ç[o+i]   +  ?[o+i] + l  +   •   ■   ■   +  ?[í>+il)-

From qn+i/qn—*l and (3.7) we get

(3.8) lim sup vl(ax) ^ lim sup ([b + x] - [a + x] + 1) á (b - a) + 2.
2= co a;= »

Let us define the function p(x) by

(3.9) log p(x) =   max    max  | log q\+l¡ — log qß \.

It is readily seen that p(x) is nondecreasing (p(x)^l). Furthermore, from

qn+i/qn—»1 it follows that lim [(log p(x))/x]=0. Hence, taking in (3.7)

b = a-\-l and using (3.9) we find that

(3.10) vT(ax) g ^i^l + ^±^ g p(a + 1) + #(a + 2) g 2*« + 2).
Ç[*i ffi»]

From (3.10) it is seen that the family {a»(w)} is uniformby of bounded varia-

tion in any finite interval. Furthermore, we have a uniform estimate for the

variation in [a, a + l] in terms of the function p(x).
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Suppose, now, that the limit function <j>(s) is given by

(3.11) *(*)- lim/„(*).
i=«o

Apply the above results to the sequence {aXk(u)}. By a well known theorem

due to Helly it is possible to extract a subsequence {aXk,(u)} which converges

to a function ß+(u) on the positive axis, ß+(u) being of bounded variation in

any finite interval. To simplify the notation assume that {aXk(u)} already

has this property, so that

(a(u + xk) — a(xk)\
3.12) ß+(u) = lim axk(u) = lim I-1.

k=f t=» \ q[Xk-\ /

From (3.8) (since Va(ß+) glim sup Va(aXk)) we get Vba(ß+) ̂ b-a + 2 which

we note in connection with the inequality (3.3) for ß+ (u). Now, by a theorem

due to Helly and Bray it follows that if g(w) is any continuous function in

[a, b], then

/» 6 /» 6g(u)daXk(u) =   I    g(u)dß+(u).
a Ja

Taking g(u)=e~3U, using also (3.10) and the properties of p(x), we easily

obtain that the last result is also valid for b = co, so that

4>(s)
/I   QO p   00

e-"udaXk(u) =   I    e-"udß+(u) for Re {5} > 0.
0 ** 0

This is nothing else but (3.1) and we see that (ii) is true for all points 5 in the

half-plane Re {s} >0.

Consider now the case where 5 = er+itÇ^D with tr<0. In this case we may

write

fx(s) =-I    e-,uda(u).
qix]e~3X       q\xie-sx J 0

But/(5)/(g[:cle-sx)^0 (since er <0 and gi/n-^l). We therefore have

/      1       /*"* \ rxk
(3.13) 4>(s) = - lim (- I      e-sudoi(u) ) = - lim   I      e*udâXk(u),

*=» \q[xk\e~"xkJ0 / *=» ^0

where

a(x) — a(x — u)
(3.14) ce,(#) = —- (0 ^ m Ú x).

lix]

Now it is easily seen that the relations (3.8) and (3.10) are also satisfied by

{äx(u)}. (One should, however, continue the definition of äx(u) outside the
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interval [O, x] by putting äx(u) =0 for u>x.) We could therefore again ex-

tract a subsequence from \äXk(u)} which will converge on the positive axis

to a function ß-(u) of bounded variation in any finite segment. We may as-

sume that {äXk(u)} itself has the convergence property and that

(a(xk) — a(xk — u)\
(3.15) ß-(u) = lim aXk(u) = lim (-1.

*=« *=■» \ ?[**] /

We shall also find from (3.15), (3.13), and (3.10), that

/► xk /» °°
e>udäxk(u) = -   I    e°"dß-(u),

o J 0

which is (3.1'). From (3.15) and (3.8) we also see that we get the correspond-

ing relations (3.2) and (3.3) for ß~(u). This establishes (ii) for s(E.D. How-

ever, on account of (3.3) the integral (3.1') converges absolutely for Re {s}

<0. It gives the analytic continuation of <j>(s) in this half-plane. Hence the

truth of (i) is also established. Finally, to establish property (iii) we have

only to note that from property (i) it follows that <p(s) is single-valued

around s = so so that the singularity can be only a pole or an essential singu-

larity. 4>(s) must also satisfy (using (3.3)) an inequality of the type

(3.17) |*(î)| ¿A +T-T-'

where A and B are constants. It is now a standard technique (see [l, p. 284])

to show that these properties imply that se must be a simple pole. This com-

pletes the proof of the theorem.

We next take the important question which remained unsettled in the

last theorem, namely: under what conditions may one assert that not all the

limit functions <p(s) are identically zero, or even do not reduce to a constant.

For, one would hardly expect that Theorem 3.1 will be of any use if the limit

process will always yield a function which is identically zero. It is at this

stage that one has to restrict the class of functions a(u). In this paper we

shall consider two classes which we shall denote by A and Í2 defined in the

following manner.

Definition 3.1. A function a(u) (w^O) will be said to belong to the class A

if there exist a positive number d and a positive number y less than it such that :

for any fixed positive number Wo and any Ui and u2 in the interval [uo — d, Uo-\-d]

such that Ui<u2, the points a(u2) —a(ui) will all lie in an angle S„0 of the com-

plex plane having its vertex at the origin and whose opening is less than y.

Definition 3.2. A function a(u) (w=ï0) will be said to belong to the class Q

if given e>0 (small) and N>0 (large), then there exists a number u0 = Uo(e, N)

such that all the points a{u-\-x)—a(u) for u^Uo and 0<x^N will lie in an

angle of the complex plane (depending on u and N but not on x) having its
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vertex at the origin and whose opening is less than e.

It is readily seen that Í2 is a subclass of A. (Nevertheless, fi contains as a

subclass the class of monotonie functions which is the class generally con-

sidered in Tauberian theorems.) We shall also introduce the notion of a se-

quence of principal indices:

Definition 3.3. Let f(s) be represented in the half-plane Re {5} >0 by

(1.4) (er = 0 being the abscissa of absolute convergence). Let {cn} be defined by

(2.1). Then a sequence {xk}, 0 ^ xk Î 00, will be said to be a sequence of principal

indices if the following holds : there exists a regular sequence {qn} satisfying

(2.18) such that

(i) qn^cn.

(ii) 8qnk^cnkfor some subsequence {nk}, k=l, 2, • • • , and <5>0.

(iii) x¡fe = nk + 0(i) (k-> ce).

Now in [l, p. 274] it was shown that given any sequence of positive num-

bers {cn} with lim sup Cn"=\ one can find a sequence {qn} satisfying:

(i) g„/g„+i—>1. (ii) lim sup «(log g„+i — 2 log g„+log gn_i)áO. (iii) g„ = c„.

(iv) qnk = cnt for an infinite subsequence. Hence {qnj of the lemma is a

"regular majorant" and the corresponding sequence {nk} is a sequence of

principal indices. Thus, we may assert that

Corollary. Any function f(s) satisfying the conditions of Definition 3.3

has a sequence of principal indices.

We can now answer the question raised above and give conditions under

which limit functions $(5) of a suitably defined normal family {fx(s)} exist

which do not reduce to a constant. As a matter of fact we shall establish

more and prove

Theorem 3.2. Let f(s) satisfy the conditions of Theorem 3.1 and suppose,

furthermore, that

(a) a(u) belongs to the class A (see Definition 3.1).

(b) {xk} is a sequence of principal indices.

(c) The sequence {g„} is precisely that sequence associated with {xk} in

Definition 3.3.
(d) {fXk(s)} is the subsequence of (2.3) corresponding to the sequences (b)

and (c).

Then, any limit function <f>(s) of the normal family {fXk(s)} has at least

one singular point on the imaginary axis. (Thus, in particular, <b(s) is

not a constant.)

Proof. We shall first prove the theorem in the case where a(u) is real and

nondecreasing, in which case the proof is particularly simple. We note, how-

ever, that the same proof almost word by word is also valid when a(u) be-

longs to the class ß. Making use of the hypotheses of the theorem and our

additional assumption we may write:
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(3.18) 0 á a(n + 1) - a(n) á qn (n = 1, 2, • • • ).

Now, since \xk} is a sequence of principal indices, there exists a sequence of

integers {nk} with xk = nk-\-0(V), and a constant 5 >0, such that

(3.19) a(nk + 1) - «(nt) è 8$,, (* - 1, 2, . . . ).

But {nk} itself is a sequence of principal indices and, we claim, it is enough

to establish the theorem for this particular sequence. Indeed, we have the

relation

f(s) -   I      e~3Uda(u) e~'uda(u)
/> xk /• nh

e~3Uda(u)        I

f*k(s) = -

/> nk
e~'uda{u)

0
g    g{xh—nk)s j

+-- = h(s)+ — e"%k(s)
?[**] qnke-nks qlxt]

where Ik(s) is entire and uniformly bounded in any finite domain. Also

rk = Xk — nk = 0(\), and qnk/qixk] —»1- It follows now readily from the above

that with any limit function <f>(s) of the family {fXk(s)} one may associate a

limit function (p*(s) of the family {fnk(s)} such that

(3.20) *(S) = 7(5) + e"0*(s),

where 7(s) is entire and r is a real number. This establishes the above conten-

tion since <p(s) and 4>*(s) will have the same singularities. Now if (b(s) is a

limit function of \fnk(s)}, it possesses by Theorem 3.1 the two representa-

tions (3.1) and (3.1') where the functions ß+(u) and ß-(u) are given by

/a(nk> + u) — a(nk')\
ß+(u)  =   hm I-I,

j3_(«)  =   hm I-•].

(3.21)

(We denote by \k'\ a certain subsequence of the integers.) But, since a(u)

is nondecreasing, it follows from (3.21) that the functions ß+(u) and ß-(u)

are likewise nondecreasing. They also vanish at the origin. Furthermore, from

(3.19) and (3.21) it follows that ß+(u) is not identically zero since

(a(nk + 1) — a(nk)\
-—) ^ 5 > 0.

We shall now show that all the properties of <p(s) derived above imply that

<p(s) is not a constant. Indeed, suppose by way of contradiction that <p(s)

is a constant. Then, from the representations (3.1) and (3.1')  (using the
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uniqueness theorem for Laplace transforms) it will follow that at all respective

points of continuity ß+(u) =c+ and (3_(w) =c^ where c+ and c^ are non-nega-

tive constants. But, as we have noted above, the functions ß+(u) and (3-(w)

are nondecreasing. One deduces now easily that one must have everywhere

on the positive axis (since the points of continuity are everywhere dense) :

(3.23) ß+(u) =c+H    and    ß-(u) = c_ g 0.

Combining this with (3.22) we also find that c+ = /3+(l)>0 (so that c+ is

actually positive). But, now, if we return to the representations (3.1) and

(3.1') making use of (3.23) and lS±(0)=0, we get:

¿(5) = c+ > 0 for Re {s} > 0    and    <j>(s) = - c_ ^ 0 for Re {5}  < 0.

This, clearly, leads to the contradiction 0<c+= — c_^0, and establishes

the nonconstancy of <b(s).

Finally, let us show that $(5) must have at least one singular point on the

imaginary axis. Indeed, otherwise <¡>(s) would be an entire function. Further-

more, it will satisfy an inequality of the type (3.17). But, it is easy to show

that (3.17) implies the boundedness of <f>(s) in the whole plane and this in

turn implies that <f>(s) is a constant. We are back at the case which we have

proved to be impossible. This completes the proof of the theorem in the

case where a(u) is nondecreasing.

We would like to point out that in the special case considered above one

shows easily that the origin must always be a singularity of <b(s). Indeed,

for er>0,

*(*) =  I    e-udß+(u),
J 0

so that

lim sup e/)(er) ̂    |     dß+(u) = ß+(l) ^ 5 > 0,
"=+0 J0

while, on the other hand, for er<0:

/>   00

e°udß-(u) ^ 0.
0

This demonstrates that <p(s) cannot even be continuous at 5 = 0. We further

note that since any singular point of <j>(s) must also be a singularity of f(s)

we have incidentally proved a theorem due to Landau. A less trivial result is

obtained if we use our previous remark that the same method is effective in

case a(u) belongs only to the class ß (the limit functions in this last case

except for a constant multiplier will have all the properties of the functions

cp(s) discussed above). We shall then obtain the following generalization of
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Landau's theorem: if a(u) belongs to the class £2, then the real point on the

axis of convergence of (1.4) is a singularity of f(s).

We pass now to the proof of the general case. It will be assumed only

that a(u) belongs to the class A. Let d be the positive constant associated with

aiu) by Definition 3.1 and let n be a number satisfying 0<r¡<d. We shall

first show that there exists a sequence of principal indices \x¿ } such that

Xk =xk + 0(l) and

(3.24) vZ¿l(a) ^ eqwi

for some positive constant c and for all k sufficiently large (Vba(a) has the

meaning of (3.4)). Indeed, from Definition 3.3 it follows that there exists a

sequence of integers {nk} and a positive constant 5 satisfying:

Xk = nk + 0(1)    and    Vll   (a) ^ Sqn/C.

Choose a positive integer p such that l/2^>^17; divide the interval [nk, «4-f-l]

into p equal parts, and denote by xk the center of this subinterval over which

the variation of a(u) is the maximum. This sequence will have the desired

properties. Indeed, \x{ —nk\ <1 and

Vxk'-V(a) ^ Vxt'-wp(a) ^ — Vnk   (a) > cqlXkn,

P

which will give (3.24) if one chooses 0<c<5/p and k sufficiently large. Now,

by an argument similar to the one used in the proof of the special case

(which gave the relation (3.20)) one can show that it is enough to prove the

theorem for the family {fXk'(s)}, {xk } being the associated sequence of

principal indices just introduced. To simplify the notations we shall assume

that {xk} already has the desired properties. Let <j>(s) be a limit function of

{fxk(s)}. Once more we shall simplify the notation by assuming that

(3.25) lim f Xk{s) =<p(s).
t=co

Furthermore, choosing if necessary a subsequence of the x^'s, we may assume

(because of (3.24)) that we always have either

(3.26) CW^fW (k^ko)

or

(3.26') f£-,(«)* y ft»»] (k^ko).

We shall carry the proof under the hypothesis that (3.26) holds. A similar

argument applies if instead (3.26') is satisfied. Now, by Definition 3.1, there
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exists a positive number y less than ir and a sequence of numbers {ek} with

je*I = 1, such that

(3.27) | arg { [«*(«,) - «(«0]«*} | S y/2 (k = I, 2, ■ ■ ■ ),

for any Wi and w2 belonging to the interval [xk — d, xk-\-d] (ui<u2). From

(3.27) it will follow then that

(3.28) Re { [a(u2) — a(ui)]ek} è cos (t/2) | a(u2) — a(ux) |.

In particular we shall get from (3.28) that the functions Re { [a(u-\-xk)

— a(xk)]ek} and Re { [a(xk)—a(xk — u)]ek} are nondecreasing functions of u

in the interval [0, i). Also, dividing [xk, xk-\-d] into subintervals, using

(3.28), summing and taking the upper limit, one finds that

(3.29) Re { [a(u + xk) - a(xk)]ek} ë cos (7/2)F^+"(e*) for 0 = w ^ i.

In a similar manner one obtains

(3.29')     Re { [a(xk) - a(xk - u)]ek} 5: cos (y/2)V?k^u(a)        for 0 ^ u S d.

Returning now to the limit function (3.25) it follows from Theorem 3.1 that

it possesses the two representations (3.1) and (3.1'). The functions ß+(u)

and ß-(u) of these representations can again be considered (taking if neces-

sary a subsequence) to be given by

a , ,       ,.     /<x(xk + u) - a(xk)\
P+(«) = lim I-—■-I    and

*=- V îi**] /

a , ,        ,.     (a(xk) - a(xk - u)\
ß-(u) = lim I-1.

i=» V qixk\ /

(3.30) q[Xi]

f[**l

Let now e (|«| =1) be a limit point of the sequence {ek}. It is readily seen

from (3.28) and (3.30) that the functions Re (ej3+(w)} and Re {ep\_(w)j are

nondecreasing in the interval [O, i). They also vanish at the origin. Moreover,

(3.30), (3.29), and (3.26) yield (k runs through a subsequence of the integers

if necessary)

Re Uß+M}  = HmReCMXk + U)-a{Xk)])
*=» \ Ç[x»l /

(3-31ï /VXk+\a)\
^ cos (7/2) liminff     '" ) ^ (c/2) cos (7/2) > 0.

As before we shall first establish that the above properties of ß+(u) and

ß-(u) entail that cb(s) is not a constant. Indeed, if <b(s) were a constant then

at all respective points of continuity one must have Re {eß+(u)} =c+ and

Re {eß_(w) j =c_ where c+ and c- are two non-negative constants. Using the
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monotonicity of Re {eß+(u)\ and Re {eß-(u)\ in the interval (0, d), one

finds that in this open interval one must have everywhere

(3.32) Re {tß+(u)) = c+ ^ 0    and   Re {eß-(u)} = c_ ^ 0.

Recalling that 0 <77 <í7 we, furthermore, find (using (3.31) and (3.32)) that

C+=Re {eß+(r,)}^(c/2) cos (y/2)>0.

As j3±(0) =0, (3.1) and (3.1') yield in our case

Re {í0(s)} = c+ for a > 0,    and    Re {t<j>(s)} = — c_ for a < 0.

This, clearly, leads to the contradiction 0<c+= — c_^0. The nonconstancy

of <t>(s) is thus established.

The last step in the proof which consists in showing that 4>(s) must have

a singularity on the imaginary axis is exactly the same as the one given in

the proof of the special case. One notes that in the contrary case <f>(s) would

be an entire function, which verifies a condition of the type (3.17). This leads

easily to the conclusion that <t>{s) must be a constant. But we have just shown

that this is not the case. This completes the proof of the theorem.

We remark again that since any singular point of <¡>{s) is also a singularity

of f(s), we have obtained as a by product the following result:

Corollary 3. Let f(s) be represented by the Laplace transform (1.4) where

a(u) belongs to the class A, thenf(s) has at least one singular point on its axis of

convergence.

4. Applications. The remainder of this paper will be devoted to applica-

tions of the previous results to complex variable Tauberians. In this section

we shall give some "rough" Tauberians in which we shall have the relation 0

instead of ~. The more refined Tauberians of the type mentioned in the

Introduction will be given in the last section. We point out, however, that

as far as the relation 0 is concerned the results of this section are rather pre-

cise. Also, the hypotheses underlying the theorems of this section are weaker

than those needed for the more refined theorems. First we shall establish

, Theorem 4.1. Letf(s) be represented in the half-plane Re {5} >0 by (1.4)

(a = 0 being the abscissa of absolute convergence). Suppose that a(u) belongs to the

class ß and let

00

(4.1) <p(s) = X>„e-"»
n=0

be a Taylor-D series converging for Re {s} >0, and such that f(s)—<f>(s) is

regular at the origin. Let, now, {qn\ be a "regular" majorant of {a„\. By this

we shall always mean that qn ̂  | an \ and that it satisfies the regularity conditions

(2.18). Then
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(4.2) a(u) = Z <*» + c + 0(qM),
n<u

where c is a constant. In particular one has

(4.2') vT\a) = 0(qw).

Proof. Since a(u) belongs to ß it is readily seen that

/| „(,- + .) -„(»-) | X _

.— \        n'.+'O)        I
where w' runs through numbers for which V%+1(a) ¿¿0. This shows that (4.2')

is a consequence of (4.2). Nevertheless in our proof we shall first establish

(4.2') and then deduce (4.2) from it. We also note that there is no loss of

generality in establishing (4.2') for w running through the integers only. Now,

let us put

(4.4) vT(a) = bn,

(4.5) i„ = bn/qn.

Then (since lim sup 2»¿/re = 1 and lim q]/n=\.) we have

(4.6) lim sup i„    = 1.

It is evident that (4.2') is the same as stating that {i„} is bounded. We shall

assume by way of contradiction that (4.2') is false and that instead we have

(4.7) lim sup i„ = oo.

This, as we shall see, will lead to a contradiction.

Let log pn be the smallest concave majorant of log i„ considered as a

function of n. Using (4.6) and the minimal property of {p»}, one sees that

the last sequence has the following properties:

(Í) pn   ̂    dn,

(Ü) log pn+1  -   2  log pn + log pn-X   ̂    0,

(4.8) (iii) pn+l/pn   I   1,

(iv) Î.Î   00 ,

(v)     Pnk — dnk for an infinite subsequence {nk}.

We note that in establishing properties (iv) and (v) one uses (4.7). Now, put

(4.9) q'n = pnqn.

Since both {pn} and {qn} have the regularity properties (2.19) their product

{qñ } will also have these properties. Furthermore, from (4.4), (4.5), (4.8),

and (4.9) we get
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(4.10) q'n^bn= Vl   (a) for n £ 0,    and    q'„k = bnk = Vlk   (a) for k «£ 1.

In other words, {nk} is a sequence of principal indices oîf(s) associated with

the majorant {qñ ). Let

(4.11) h(s) = f(s) - <¡>{s).

Then

/> oo
e~suda*(u) for Re \s) > 0,

o

where

(4.12') a*(u) = a(u) - £ an.
n<«

Now, from (4.12'), (4.10), and (4.4), we get

Vl   (a*) ^ Vl   (a) + | an | ^ q'n + qn ^ 2ç» for « ^ w0.
r

Thus, we can apply Theorem 2.2 to the family

h(s) —   I    e-*uda*(u)
•I o

(4.13) hn(s) =
q'ne-ns

so that {hn(s)} is uniformly bounded in any compact region where h(s)

is regular. In particular this will be true for a certain neighborhood of the

origin. Let, now, <¡>{s) be any limit function of {hnh(s)} where {nk\ is the

sequence of principal indices satisfying (4.10). Applying Theorem 3.1 it

follows that <p(s) is analytic in a domain composed of the half-plane Re {s}

>0, the half-plane Re {5} <0, and a certain neighborhood of the origin. It

will also possess the representations

(4.14)

where

(4.15)

/» CO

e~s"dß+(u) for Re {s} > 0,
0

/,  CO

e+sudß-(u) for Re {s} < 0,
0

(a*(u + nw) — a*(nk>)\
ß+(u)   =   lim  (-—-),

i'=« V qnk' /

„   /   ^ ,• /"*(»*')  - «*(»*'  -  U)\
ß_{u)  =   hm  (-)

*' = »   \ ?nt' /
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( {k'} is a certain subsequence of the integers). But, one sees that for a fixed u

(4.16) —-   Z   |«»+*|=-   Z qn+k-^0 (»—>-oo).
Çn      |M<« ÎnÇn    |fc|<u

(This results from the fact that (XjfcK« <Zn+*)/<Zn = 0(l) and pn Î   <».) Since,

now, by (4.12'),

Z   a«
a*(u + n) — a*(n)       ct(u + n) — a(n)        n+u>v^n

(4.17) '"' -' ■ «'
/ .     a,

a*(n) — a*(n — u)       a(n) — a(n — u)        „>■>&„_„

qn qn g»

it follows from (4.17) and (4.16) that (4.15) can be replaced by

(a(nw + u) — a(nk>)\
ß+(u)  =   hm  I-),

*'=» V q„t' /

.  s                  /«(»*•)  — a(«t- — w)\
0_(w)  =   hm I-).

(4.18)

Let us also note that (4.3), (4.4), (4.10), and (4.18) imply that

(4.18') |pV(1)| = 1.

Now it is easily seen from the fact that a(u) belongs to the class ß and from

(4.18) that ß+(u) =ey+(u) and j3_(w) =€7_(w) where y+(u) and 7_(w) are

nondecreasing functions (y±(0)=0) and £ is a constant of modulus 1. Thus,

for the function <pi(s) =e~1<p(s) we have the representations:

/1 00

e-°udy+(u) for Re {5} > 0 and
0

(4.19)

tfiM = -   I    e+'"dy-(u) for Re {5}  < 0.
J 0

But we find (as in the proof of the special case of Theorem 3.2) that

lim sup e/>i(er) ̂   I     dy+(u) = 7+(l) = 1 > 0
<r= + 0 J 0

and that

/» 00

e~sudy-(u) 5= 0.

0
1

This shows that 0i(5) is not even continuous at the origin, and furnishes a
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contradiction to our previous assertion that <bx(s) is regular there. This

completes the proof of (4.2').

We shall now establish (4.2). To this end put

f(s) - <t>(s) -      I    e~suda(u) - Z «»e-""
L J 0 n<x J

(4.20) gx(s) =-
qix]e~x°

Since (4.2') holds we may use Theorem 2.2 and conclude that the family

{gx(s)} is bounded in any point where h(s) =f(s) —<b(s) is regular. In particu-

lar this will be true for 5 = 0. Thus, we find from (4.20) that

*(0) -    a(x) - a(0) -£fl,
L n<x       J

gx(0) =-= 0(1) (*-»»).
qix]

But this is nothing else but (4.2) if we let c = h(0)-\-a(0). The theorem is now

completely established.

One may say that under the conditions of Theorem 4.1 the knowledge of

the singularity at the origin suffices in determining the growth of a(u-\-h)

—a(u). This is due to the fact that the assumption that a(u) belongs to the

class ß ensures the origin to be as "strong" a singularity as any other on the

imaginary axis. We shall now prove another variant of Theorem 4.1 in which

a(u) will belong only to the class A. In this case, however, we shall have to

consider all the singularities of f(s) on the imaginary axis.

Theorem 4.2. Let f(s) be represented in the half-plane Re {5} >0 by (1.4)

(er = 0 being the abcissa of absolute convergence). Suppose that a(u) belongs to the

class A. Let {qn} be a regular sequence satisfying (2.18) and suppose that the

following holds: one can associate with each singular point s = ir of f(s) on the

imaginary axis a Taylor-D series <pr(s) = Zan exP ( — nhTs) (hr being a positive

constant) such that f(s) —<f>T(s) is regular at the point ir and

(4.21) al = 0(qlnhr]).

Then

(4.22) Vl+\a) = 0(qM) as «-» ».

Proof. Applying if necessary a change of variable 5 = 5'T, w' = we, one may

assume that the constant i associated with a(u) in Definition 3.1 is greater

than 1. It is also enough to establish (4.22) when w runs through the integers.

We shall follow the proof of Theorem 4.1 and define again the sequences {b„}

and {dn} by (4.4) and (4.5). ({dn} will thus verify (4.6).)The theorem then

amounts to showing that {dn} is bounded. As before we shall show that the
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contrary assumption (namely that (4.7) holds) leads to a contradiction. Let

again {log pn} be the smallest concave majorant of {log d„}. (The sequence

{pn} will satisfy (4.8).) Finally, let qñ =q„pn- The sequence {qñ } will

possess properties (4.10). Let, now, s0 = ira be any singular point oif(s) on the

imaginary axis. (By Corollary 3 at the end of §3 we know that at least one

such singularity exists.) Let 0ro(s) be the corresponding Taylor series asso-

ciated with the singularity. Put hTo(s) =f(s) —<j>To(s). Then, clearly, we have

/» CO

e-*uda70(u) for Re {s} > 0,
o

where

(4.24) aT0(u) = a(u) —    X)    an ■
nhT(j<u

From (4.10), (4.21), and (4.24) we get

Vn   (a.-,,) ú Vl   (a) +       23        I «*" I á q'n + 0(qn) < 2q'n    (n ;> no).

Hence, by Theorem 2.2 the family

hr„(s) -   I     e-sudaro(u)

(4.25) /C(s) = --.-
qn'e~ns

is uniformly bounded in any compact region where hT¡¡(s) is analytic. Let

<£r„(s) be any limit function of the subsequence {¿£°(s)} where {»*} is the

sequence of principal indices associated with {qñ } in (4.10). By Theorem 3.2

it follows that </>r„(s) is analytic in a region composed of the half-planes

Re {s} >0 and Re {5} <0 and a certain neighborhood of the point ítq. It

also has the representations:

(4.26)

e-"udß+(u) for Re {s} > 0,
0

esudß-(u) for Re {s} < 0.
0

There exists, furthermore, a subsequence of the integers {k'\ such that

^ars¡(nk' + u) — aro(nk')^

4>r0{s)

*'=»    \ Qn,' /

(4.27)
r0 .  .         ,.      /a,0(»*0 - aro(nk> - u)\

|8_(m) =   hm  [-1.
*'=» \ qnt' '
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Now it is easy to see (in exactly the same manner as (4.16) was established)

that for a fixed w

(4.28) —       Z       \ak\ = o(l) (»-►<»).
Çn        \khT„-n\<u

From (4.24), (4.27), and (4.28) it will follow now that 8^(u) and j3L°(w) are

actually independent of To since we may replace (4.27) by

fa()ik' + u) — a(nr)
p+ (u) =   nm  (

hr= oo

(4.29)

oT»/  n        ..      MM*' + «) - a(»*')\
ß+ (u) =   lim  (-),

r0/  ,        ,.      fa(nk-) - a(nk. - u)\
ß_ («) =   hm  I-).

*'-«   \ Qnu' /

a(nk>) — <*(»*■ — w)N

Letting /3+°(w) =ß+(u),ßTJ(u) =(3_(w), and0To(s) =000, we may rewrite (4.26) as

/» CO

e~"'dß+(u) for Re {5} > 0,
0

4.30)

/» «3

e"udß-(u) for Re {5}  < 0.
0

Let us further note that one sees from (4.29) and (4.30) that <p(s) is also a

limit function of the family

Xnfc
e-s"iex(w)

(4.31) /..(*)--        -¿-

This implies that ^(5) is regular at all points of regularity oif(s) on the imag-

inary axis. Also, by way of construction e/>(s) is regular at the chosen point îYo

(which is a singularity of f(s)). However, since <b(s) turned out to be really

independent of ir0 it follows easily that <b(s) is regular also at any other point

ir. (We have only to define the corresponding family hTnit.(s) where {nk<} is

the sequence of (4.29) and pick any limit function <bT(s). This limit function is

readily seen to be (£(5) and is regular at ir.) Summing the above results we

conclude that <j>(s) is an entire function. Now, as we have already pointed

out 0(5) is a limit function of the family {fnk(s)} defined by (4.31). Also, be-

cause of (4.10), {nk} is a sequence of principal indices associated with {qñ }.

Assume first that the imaginary axis is not a natural boundary for f(s).

One may then apply Theorem 3.2 to the family {fnh(s)} and deduce that

4>(s) must possess a singularity on the imaginary axis. This, clearly, contra-

dicts the conclusions just obtained and establishes the theorem in this case.

Furthermore, the assumption that f(s) may be continued analytically be-

yond the half-plane Re {5} >0 is really not necessary in this case, since, in
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the proof of Theorem 3.2, this assumption was used only to establish the

fact that <j)(s) can be continued analytically into the half-plane Re {s} <0

where it possesses the representation (4.30). But these facts were already

established in our case. Hence, the same method of proof as employed in the

proof of Theorem 3.2 will lead to the conclusion that 4>(s) must possess

at least one singular point on the imaginary axis. This is in contradiction

with our previous conclusions and the theorem is thus completely proved.

We shall now state a third theorem of the same type as the preceding two.

It will concern Dirichlet series

CO

(4.32) /W = L«,r».',

with exponents 0^\n |   <x> and such that

(4.32') lim inf QWi - X„) = I > 0.

This theorem will establish a rather precise estimate for the coefficients {an}

once the character of the singularities of f(s) on a segment of the axis of con-

vergence of length greater than 27r// is known.

Theorem 4.3. Letf(s) be represented in the half-plane Re {5} >0 by (4.32)

where the exponents satisfy (4.32') (a = 0 being the abcissa of absolute con-

vergence). Let

CO

<t>(s) - Z bne-™> (c > 0)

be a Taylor-D series converging for Re {s\ >0 and such that h(s)=f(s)—c¡>(s)

is regular on a segment of the imaginary axis of length greater than 2ir/l. Let

{q„} be a regular majorant of the bn's. (That is, g„à | bn\ and {q„} has the prop-

erties of (2.18).) Then

an = 0(qlx„/c}) as n —> 00.

The proof of Theorem 4.3 follows closely the lines of proof of the previous

two theorems and shall therefore be omitted. We shall only remark that in

the proof of Theorem 4.1 the contradiction obtained depended essentially on

Landau's Theorem that the real point on the axis of convergence of (1.4)

when a(u) is nondecreasing is a singularity. Similarly, in the proof of Theorem

4.2 we have used essentially Corollary 3 at the end of §3. The corresponding

result which one uses in the proof of Theorem 4.3 is a well known theorem

due to Pólya which states that if f(s) is represented by (4.32) with X„'s satis-

fying (4.32'), then any segment of the axis of convergence of length greater

than 27t/Z must contain a singularity of f(s).

To show that the three results obtained in this section are rather precise

let us apply them in a very special case, namely: when it is known that the
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relevant singularities are poles. (Other more general results can be easily

formulated, e.g., if the singularities are algebrico-logarithmic.)

(a) Assume that/(s) is represented by (1.4) and that a(u) belongs to the

class ß. Assume, furthermore, that the origin is a pole of order k so that

f(s)=A/sk+Ai/sk~1+ ■ ■ ■ +Ak-i/s+fi(s) where fi(s) is regular at the origin.

Letting

(-l)k-'A/      1      V*-1' Ak-i
<¡>(s) = -(-) + • • • H-

(*- 1)! Vi - e->) 1 - e—

= Z(-»*-*+ ••• +Ait-l\(r*'       forRe{s}>0,
„_o \(k — 1)! /

one sees easily that/(s) —(p(s) is regular at the origin and that Theorem 4.1

may be applied. The result then takes the form

a(u) = [A/(k - 1)!]»* + 0(w*-»).

(b) Suppose that in (a) it is known only that a(u) belongs to the class A.

On the other hand suppose that it is known that all the singularities of f(s)

on the imaginary axis are poles of bounded order k. Then, in a similar fashion

to the previous case, one constructs the Taylor-Z> series <j>,(s) such that

f(s) —<l>r(s) is regular at ít and, applying Theorem 4.2, one finds that

vT(a) = 0(u~\

(c) Let f(s) be a Dirichlet series (4.32) with exponents satisfying (4.32').

Suppose that the only singularities of f(s) on a segment / of the imaginary

axis (the axis of convergence) of length greater than 27r/¿ are poles the great-

est order of which is k. Then it is again a simple matter to construct a Tay-

lor-/* series cj>(s) =^,b„ exp (— ncs) having only poles on the imaginary axis

of maximum order k and such that f(s) —<t>(s) will be regular on /. Applying

Theorem 4.3, using the fact that b„ = 0(nk~1), we find that

an = 0(\Tl).

5. Two lemmas. In this section we shall establish two lemmas which we

shall need later and which are of interest by themselves.

Lemma 5.1. Let

CO

(5.1) /(2)   =   Z«n2"

be a Taylor series converging for | z\ < 1 and such that the point z=i is its only

singularity on the unit circle. Suppose, furthermore, that the sequence of moduli

of the coefficients satisfies the following condition of regularity
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(5.2) 5qn^\an\ ^ qn (n = 0, 1, • ■ • ),

where {qn} is a sequence having the properties (2.18) ezwi where S is a positive

constant. Then

(5.3) t lim (an/an+x) = 1.
71= »

Thus, we note, Lemma 5.1 is a kind of converse of a theorem of Fabry

which asserts that (5.1) and (5.3) entail that z= 1 is a singularity. It is well

known that the converse of Fabry's theorem does not hold even if z= 1 is the

only singularity on the unit circle. Yet the above lemma asserts that the

converse does hold if the sequence of moduli of the coefficients is regular

enough. Now Lemma 5.1 in a more general form was established in [2,

p. 506]. We shall give here a different and simpler proof of the lemma which

uses the methods of this paper.

Proof of Lemma 5.1. Assume by way of contradiction that the lemma is

false. Since (5.2) implies that a„+i/an = 0(l) it will follow that there exists a

sequence of integers {nk} such that

(5.4) lim (ank+x/ani) = I ?* 1.
fc=o

Consider now the family

m—i

f(z) - Z W

(5.5)      /„(z) =- = 1 + (an+l/an)z + (ez„+2/«»)z2 + ■ • •
a„2"

for | s| <1. It follows from (5.2) and Theorem 2.2 (formulated in the obvious

way for Taylor series) that {/„(z)} is uniformly bounded in any compact

region where f(z) is analytic. Let g(z) be a limit function of the subsequence

{fnk(z)} where {nk} is the corresponding sequence of (5.4). There is no loss

of generality in assuming that we already have

(5-6) g(2) = lim/„4(s).
k— oo

Then by Theorem 3.1 (again formulated for Taylor series) we shall have

the two representations

g(z) = 1 +biz + b2z2+ • •• for   | a J < 1,

(5.7)
«(*) = - ^— + — + • • • J for  | a | > 1,

where

(5.8) k = lim( —) for v = ± 1, ± 2, • • • .
t=» \ ant /
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Furthermore, using Theorem 3.1 and our hypotheses we find that g(z) can

possess only one singularity, 2=1, in the whole closed plane. Moreover, the

singularity can be only a simple pole. Thus g(z) must be a linear function

which is determined uniquely by the fact that g(0) = 1 and g( » ) = 0. We have :

g(z) = - = 1 + 2 + z2 + • ■ • for   | 2 I < 1.
1—2

Comparing the last result with (5.7) one finds that &i= 1. On the other hand

from (5.4) and (5.8) one gets that bi = l^l. This yields a contradiction and

the proof of the lemma is complete.

We pass now to the second lemma which deals with the existence of

Laplace transforms with a prescribed single singularity on the axis of con-

vergence.

Lemma 5.2. Let

CO

(5.9) g(s) = 2 ane~">
n=0

be a Taylor-D series converging for Re {5} > 0 and having the following prop-

erties: (i) The an's are regular enough. More precisely they verify (5.2). (ii) The

only singularities of f{s) on the imaginary axis are the points 2kiri with k

= 0, ±1, • • ■ . Then there exists an analytic function <j>(s) which is represented

in the half-plane Re {s} > 0 by

/» oo
e-"^(u)du,

0

and which has the following properties:

(a) 5 = 0 is the only singularity of <j>(s) on the imaginary axis.

(b) g(s) —<f>(s) *s regular at the origin.

(c) \p(u) is an entire function of exponential type such that

\p(u) ~ a[„] as u —» oo.

Proof. Let T be a number such that 0<7"<ir and let us pick a positive

number 50 such that g(s) is regular on the two segments — 5oá<r^0, t = T

and —ôo^a^O, t= —T. We shall denote by C, (e>0) the directed polygonal

line composed of the three segments — So^tr^e, t= —T; a = e, —T^t^T;

and e = trè—50, t = T (the direction being from —h0 — iT to —50-f-iT).

Then, we claim, the function

i   r    iff)
(5.11) <p(s) = —       -^-¿f (Re {s\ > e)

2ttî J Lf s — f

has all the desired properties. Indeed, if we deform the line L, continuously
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so that it never sweeps a singularity of g(s) and so that its end points

remain fixed, we obtain (by the corresponding integral (5.11)) the analytic

continuation of <b(s) to the region which is the whole plane cut along the line

integration. Since, however, we may by the above deformation deform Lc

into a curve L such that all its points which lie in the half-plane Re {5} >0

are to be found in an arbitrary neighborhood of the origin, we conclude that

(j>(s) is analytic in Re {5} 2ï0 except for the origin. This establishes property

(a). Now, to deduce (b), let s=<r-\-it be a point in the rectangle t<o-<5,

I ¿I < T. By Cauchy's theorem

1    f    «(f) 1    C    «(f)
(5.12)     g(s) = — I    ¿2¿- if + — I    -^~ if = gi(s) + <t>(s).

2tti J ls f — 5 2iri J ¿e J — f

But it is readily seen that gi (5) is regular at the origin. Since g(s)—<f> (s) =gi(s),

property (b) is also established. Finally, in order to deduce (c) let us note

that if Re {f — 5} <0, we may write

J 0

e^~')udu,

which when substituted in (5.11) yields

2-KlJ L. 5—   f 2-KlJ L. Jo

(5.13)

where

•J 0

LtS  —   f 2ttl J Le

e~'u\p(u)du,

(5.13') *(«) =— f   «(f)ef«if.
2-wiJ Lf

This shows that indeed <b(s) is represented in the half-plane Re {5} >0 by

(5.10) and that \p(u) is of exponential type. It is left only to establish the

asymptotic relation given in (c). To this end we shall first note that ip(u)

which is given by (5.13') is really independent of e. Also, if we write f = ¡t+iy

and u=v-\-iw, we get from (5.13') for w in the half-plane v^O:

I «Kw) I ^ Ctetv+T^wi (Ct being a constant).

Since \p(u) is independent of e, this shows that

/log I rp(reie) \\ , . .
(5.14) lim sup Í        '    ——JST\ sind] for   | 61 < x/2.

Now we claim that
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(5.15)    i(n) = (— f   g(f)e-fdf) = a, + 0(e-Sn) = (a, + 0(an))  as«^«,
\2ttiJ Lt /

for some positive constant 5. Indeed, from (5.9) and the residue theorem we

have for s = a-\-it with e<o-<l and |i| <T<ir:

,^       <ST 1     f «(f)        J5-
¿ a„e-"8 = -; Í —
n=0 2wl J Le-L¡    1 (r-«>

27r¿Jr   1 - e(f-s) 2iriJL,l
(5.16) = -       -S-dt- - I    —--dt

2iriJ Lf 1 - e»—> 2fl-iJLl 1 - «»->

=   0!(j)   -   *(«>.

In the half-plane Re {5} >e, <bi(s) can be expanded in a Taylor-/) series

1 /» CO 00

<t>i(s) = —- I  g(r)E e-n(s-f) = E ^(«)e-n8.
¿TTlJ h, 0 0

Consequently we get in the same half-plane

(5.17) h(s) = <j>i(s) - g(s) = ¿ (ft») - o.)<r-"'.
0

But, using the integral representation of Ä(s) one sees easily (by deforming

the line of integration) that h{s) is analytic in the half-plane Re {s} >0 and

also on a segment of the imaginary axis of length greater than 2ít. This

shows that the series (5.17) must converge at a point s= — 5<0 from which

our assertion (5.15) follows. We shall now make use of a theorem proved

in [2, pp. 498 and 503] from which it will follow (on account of (5.2),

(5.14), (5.15), and T<ir) that

(i) ip(u) —0(aiu]) for u—><».

(ii) The family

*„(*)=*(»*+*)/*(») (n = 0, 1, •••)

is a normal family in any bounded region of the plane.

(iii) Any limit function <p{z) of the above family satisfies an inequality of

the type

(5.18) I 4>(x + iy) I ^ AeT'M where T < T' < it.

Now in our case we shall show that all limit functions reduce to the con-

stant 1. This will give that Iim \pn(z) = 1 (n—» 00) which in turn will yield the

desired asymptotic formula since, using (5.15), we shall get

1 = lim [^(u)/i¡/([u])] = lim [p(u)/a[u]],

which is the desired relation. Indeed, if <p~(z) is any limit function and m is

any integer, we have
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,,   s      ,.    (t(n + m)\ (an+m\
á(m) = lim I-1 = lim I-) =

V     Hn)     ) \ an )
1.

(We use here (5.15) and Lemma 5.1.) Thuse/>(z) — 1 is an entire function which

vanishes at all the integers and which, furthermore, satisfies (5.18) with

T' <7T. By a well known theorem due to Carlson it follows that <p(z) — 1=0.

This, as we have just shown, proves the lemma.

6. Tauberians involving lower estimates. In §4 we have discussed a

number of Tauberians which gave an upper estimate to VZ+1(a) =/„+1| ia(w) |

in terms of a certain majorant of the sequence of coefficients of a related

Taylor-/) series. We shall now show that under certain additional conditions

a similar lower bound can be derived. We shall establish three results which

correspond to the three theorems of §4.

Theorem 6.1. Under the conditions of Theorem 4.1 suppose that the one-

sided inequality \an\ Sqn may be replaced by the two-sided inequality (5.2)

ezwi that, furthermore, lim (ex„/an+i) = 1- Then there exist positive numbers N and

C such that

(6.1)
1  i if

u+.V

da(u) I i£ C | «[„] for u sufficiently large.

Proof. By Theorem 4.1 and (5.2) there exists a constant B such that

ï(w)   —  Z an Ú B\a[u[u]

Also, since a(u) belongs to the class ß and an/an+i—»I, one has for a fixed TV

Vl+N(a) a(w + N) — a(u) I    and Z       ak
u£k<u+N

Thus

u+N
Vu     (a) = (1 + 0(1)) | a(u + N) - a(u)    fc (1 - o(\))

TV | a[u)

Z        °k
u£k<u+N

-2B(l + o(l))\alu]\

= (1 + o(l))N\alu] | - 273(1 + o(l)) | ala]\,

and similarly

Vl+N(a) < (1 + o(l))2V| a,„ | + 273(1 + tf(l)) | aw \.

Hence, one has only to choose TV= 273 + 2 and C = 473+3 to derive the desired

result.

Somewhat less immediate is the proof of the following theorem which is

related to Theorem 4.2.
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Theorem 6.2. Under the conditions of Theorem 4.2 suppose that, further-

more, there exists a singularity ito with which is associated a Taylor-D series

0ro(s) = X/C e~ns converging for Re {s}>0 which not only satisfies (4.21)

(with hr„=l) and is such thatf(s) —<bTc(s) is regular at ít0 but also

| an I 2: 5qn for some 5 > 0 and n sufficiently large, and
(6.2)

ir0

lim (a»+i/«n) = e
n= x

Then there exist two positive numbers N and C such that (6.1) holds.

Proof. The upper estimate in (6.1) was already established by Theorem

4.2. We need to show only that a corresponding lower bound exists. We shall

again prove this by way of contradiction. Assuming that our contention

(6.1) with regard to the lower bound (for some constant C) is false we con-

clude that there must exist a sequence of integers {nk\ and a sequence of

numbers {Nk}, nk Î   °o and Nk Î   °°, such that

/• nk+Nlc

| da(u) | = o(ank) as k —* °o.

nh

Let h(s) =f(s) —<t>r0(s) and put

a» nk nk— 1                    \
e-°"da{u) -   ¿2 aVe)

o o              /
hnk(s) =-

(6.4)

anke~nks

/» nk nk~l _

«-«</«(«)       4>r0(s) -   E <¿"e "
0 0

= fnk(s)   -  0»î(j).

Using Theorem 4.2 (which gives V%+l(a) =0(a[M])) and applying Theorem

2.2, one finds that the sequence {h„t(s)} is uniformly bounded in any com-

pact region where h(s) is analytic. (This will be in particular true for a cer-

tain neighborhood of ¿r0.) Let <p(s) be a limit function of the above sequence.

One may write then for Re {s} >0 that

*(s)

(6.5)

ro If"
lim fnt'(s) —  lim 4>nk'(s) =   lim - I    e~suda(nk> + u)

t'=ao jt'=» t'=co    ank'  *J 0

—   lim   E

'0

■nk'+ya
e

t'=»   v=o    alo J
V
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({k'} being a certain sequence of integers). But it is readily seen from

(6.3) that lim fnk'(s)=0. Also, from (6.2) one sees that the last limit is

1/(1 — eiro-"). That is, <b(s) = — 1/(1 — eiro-3). This contradicts our previous

assertion that <b(s) is regular at ît0 and proves the theorem.

Finally we shall state a third result which concerns Dirichlet series. We

shall omit the proof of this theorem since it follows closely the proofs of the

theorems given above.

Theorem 6.3. Let f(s) = Za* e~x"s satisfy the conditions of Theorem 4.3.

Suppose, furthermore, that there exists on the imaginary axis a singular point

ir0 of f(s) with which is associated a Taylor-D series <bTo(s) = Zan° e~n" con-

verging for Re {5} > 0 and such that :

(i) f(s) — $r0(s) is regular at 5o = îY0.

(ii) A_1qn^ \an0\ %.Aqnfor n sufficiently large and some constant A, ({qn}

being the regular sequence of Theorem (4.3)).

(iii) lim (ei„»+I/ex;»)=ei'o.

Then there exist positive numbers TV and C such that

C_1g[x„]   ^     max      | ak | ^ Cg(x„i,

for n sufficiently large.

7. More refined Tauberians. We shall now show that if a certain addi-

tional condition is satisfied, then the two-sided inequality of the previous

section can be replaced by an asymptotic relation. This condition will

simply be that one singular point (say 5 = 0) is the dominant singularity on

the imaginary axis in a certain sense. Although we shall limit ourselves here

to the case of one dominant singularity, we want to point out that other

asymptotic relations can be established in case there is more than one

dominant singularity. In the general case, however, the asymptotic relation

is less simple and depends on the set of dominant singularities on the

imaginary axis.

Theorem 7.1. Let f(s) be represented in the half-plane Re {s}>0 by (1.4)

where a(u) belongs to the class A. Suppose that 5 = 0 is the dominant singularity

of f(s) on the imaginary axis in the following sense : there exists a Taylor-D

series <po(s) converging for Re {s} >0 and such that

(i) f(s) — <j>o(s) is regular at the origin.

(ii) (j>o(s) admits a decomposition <b0(s) =4>(s)+^>*(s) — Zan e~ns+ Zat^~nt

for Re J5}>0, such that an* = o(ez„) and 5qn^\a„\ ggn where {qn} is a se-

quence satisfying (2.18) and 5>0.

(iii) The only singularities of <p(s) on the imaginary axis are the points

s = 2kiri (k = 0, ±1, • • • ).

(iv) // ir is any singularity of f(s) on the imaginary axis different from
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s=2kiri, then there exists a Taylor-D series </>T(s) = Xa« e~ns converging for

Re {s\ >0, such that

f(s) — <f>T(s) is regular at ir and al = o(a„) as n —> oo.

Then

(7.1) a(u -\- I) — a(u) ^ lo[u] as u —► oo ,

uniformly for 0<li^l^l2 (h and l2 being constants).

Proof. Let <¡>(s) be an analytic function represented in the half-plane

Re {s}>0 by

roo
e~»»4>(u)du

and such that

(a) The only singularity of <j>(s) on the imaginary axis is the point 5 = 0.

(b) <?(i)— 4>(s) is regular at the origin.

(c) ^/(m)~G[u] as u—* ».

The existence of such a function (with \p(u) which is even entire function of

exponential type) was established in Lemma 5.2. We shall show that

/' " *
\p(x)dx + X an + o(a[u]),

0 n<u

where c is a certain constant. It is easily seen that the result (7.1) of the lemma

will follow from (7.3) as a particular case. Let us put h(s) =f(s) — (<j>(s)

-\-<t>*(s)). From (i) and (b) we note that h(s) is regular at the origin. Set

h(s) — e-3"da(u)  —  I     e~su\¡/(u)du — X a»e_"s

LVo •/  0 n<x J
hx(s) =-

a[X]e

(7.4)
/* X /•  Xe-s"da(u)        $(s) —   I     e-s"^(u)du

o J o0 •' 0

a{x]e-xs alxje~xs

<t>*(s) - X) «*e-"s
n<x *

-= fx(s)   - 0x(j)   - $x(s).
ßfxie-1'

Since, now, by Theorem 4.2, V%+1(a) =0(a[u]), and since yp(u)~a[U] and

ö* = o(ö„), we can apply Theorem 2.2 to conclude that {/^(s)} is uniformly

bounded in any compact region where h(s) is analytic. We shall now establish

that
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(7.5) lim hx(s) = 0

at any point of regularity of h(s). The desired result (7.3) will easily follow

from (7.5). For, using (7.4), we shall get for 5 = 0:

A(0) —    a(x) — a(0) —   I     \p(u)du -  Z an\ = o(a
L J 0 n< x       J

[x]),

which is nothing else but (7.3) if we let c = h(Q)-\-a(0). Now, in establishing

(7.5) it is clearly enough to show that all limit functions of {âx(5)} are

identically zero. This we now proceed to show. Applying Theorem 3.1 we

first note that any limit function <f>(s) of the family is analytic in the half-

planes Re {5} >0 and Re {5} <0, and in a certain neighborhood of the

origin. From (7.4) we get that

fk

(j)(s) = iimfXk(s) — lim $xi.(s) — lim (¡>Xk(s),

where xk ] 00. Now, since a* = o(an) it is readily seen that the last limit is

zero. Also, since ^(w)~ei[U] and an/an+i by Lemma 5.1, we find that in the

half-plane Re {5}>0:

//1>(Xk + u)\               /• °°                      1e-*u 1-J iw =  I     e~'udu = ■-
0            \     a [ zh)     /            Jo                     s

Thus, in the half-plane Re {5} >0

1
(7.6) <j>(s) = lim/„4(j)-

From (7.6) we find, using the definition of fx(s) in (7.4), that

(7.7)

where

(7.7')

e~sudß+(u)- for Re {5} > 0
0 5

ß+(u) =   lim (■
a(u + Xk>) — a(xk')

n*k'i )

({k'}   being a subsequence of the integers).  Similarly,  in  the half-plane

Re {5} <0 one gets

<t>(s) = lim

/' xl° C xk
e~suda(u)        I     ersu\p(u)du       Z a'<

0 Jo "<xk

alXk]e-»xk alXk]e-°xk alXk]e~sx>

Using again hypothesis (ii) one sees that the last term in the brackets tends to
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zero. Also, using (c),

/» xk
e~'u\p(u)du

o
lim
k= oo a[Xt]e

am
k= «3

rlk    /Hxk - «)\
I      e8" (-)du

Jo \     a[Xk]     /

-/.
e""du =-

s

As before, this leads to the representation

/l e""dß4u)-
o                                 5

for Re {s\ < 0,

where

(7.8') ß-(u) =   lim (
a(xk') — a(xk> — u)

lf»*'l )•

Now, from the expression (7.6) it is obvious that <j>(s) is regular at all regular

points of f(s) on the imaginary axis. As we have noted before it is also

regular at the origin. We claim, furthermore, that it is also regular at all

points î'r^O which are singularities oif(s). Indeed, let 4>T(s) be the associated

Taylor-7? series of hypothesis (iv). Put

hr(s)=f(s)-cl>T(s)

and

(7.9)

hx(s) =

K(s) -      J     e-"nda(u) - XI *n« "
L J 0 n< x J

aÍX)e-

f(s) -  I    e-™da(u)      4>,{s) - X ane "
Jo n<x

a[X]e a[X]e
fx(s) - 4>x(s).

Using aTn=o(an) one finds that lim 0£(s)=O. Combining (7.6) and (7.9) one

obtains

1
<t>(s) -\-= lim fXk(s)   = lim hXk(s).

s        t=» t=»

Thus, <t>(s) + l/s (which is independent of t) is a limit function of the family

{/?i(s)} which is normal at ít. This establishes our assertion. Summing up

we find that <f>(s) is analytic in the whole plane. Moreover, like all limit func-

tions <p(s) discussed in this paper it satisfies an inequality of the type (3.17).
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It will follow from the above properties that <b(s) must be a constant C. We

shall show now that C = 0. To this end let ^(5) =<b(s)-\-l/s. Then

(7.10)

where

(7.10')

1 f* 00 f% 00

¿i(s) = C H-= C +  I    e-°udu =   j    e~8Ui7+(w)     for Re {5} > 0,
5 Jo Jo

^1(5) = C H-= C -   I    e<"<iM = -   I    e'"dy-(u)    for Re {5}  < 0,
5 J 0 •/ 0

7+(0) = 0    and    7+(w) = u + C for w > 0,

7_(0) = 0    and    7_(w) = w — C for w > 0.

Comparing (7.7) and (7.8) with (7.10) and (7.10') it follows from the unicity

theorem for Laplace transforms (since j3±(0)=0) that at all points of con-

tinuity (w>0) of ß+(u) and ß-(u), respectively, one has

(7.11) ß+(u) = u + C   and   ß-(u) = u - C.

Now, if i is the constant associated with a(u) by Definition 3.1, it follows

(using (7.7'), (7.8') and the fact thata(w) belongs to the class A) that all the

numbers ß+(u) and ß-(u) for 0^w^i/2 lie in an angle of the complex plane

having its vertex at the origin and whose opening is less than ir. Letting w

tend to zero through points of continuity of ß+(u) and ß-(u), respectively,

one sees that (7.11) will be compatible with our last statement only if C = 0.

This establishes (7.5) and with it the theorem.

We shall now show that the generalization of Ikehara's theorem men-

tioned in the Introduction (Theorem 1.2) is a particular case of Theorem 7.1.

As a matter of fact we shall establish a somewhat more general theorem.

Theorem 7.2. Let f(s) be represented in the half-plane Re {s}>0 by (1.4)

where a(u) belongs to the class A. Suppose that f(s) is bounded in any strip

o->0,0<e^t^T and er>0, —T^t^—e. Suppose, furthermore, that there exists

a Taylor-D series <p(s) = Za« e~n' converging for Re {5} >0 and such that:

(i) f(s)—<b(s) is bounded in a certain half strip er>0, |/| ^T0<ir.

(ii) The only singularities of <f>(s) on the imaginary axis are the points

2kiri (k = 0, ±1, ■ ■ ■).

(iii) ôgre^|eîn| Sqn where {qn} satisfies (2.18).

(iv) lim inf |o„| >0.

Then

(7.12) a(u + I) — a(u) ~ law,

uniformly for 0<h^l^l2 (h and T2 being arbitrary positive constants).

Proof. Theorem 7.2 will follow from Theorem 7.1 once we show that the

functions <t>a(s) and <bT(s) exist and satisfy all the necessary conditions. To
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this end put h(s)=f(s)—<p(s). From the boundedness of h(s) in the half-

strip a>0, \t\ ^To it follows that lim h(a+it) (a—>+0) exists almost every-

where for \t\ Z To. We shall write h(it) for this limit which is a bounded func-

tion in the interval. Let Co be the half-circle | f | = | £+¿>7| = To, ¿èO, directed

from —iTo to iTo- Then, if 5 is in the half-disc bounded by Co and the

imaginary axis, we may write (using the residue theorem), since Q<T0<ir,

h(s) =-I     - dt -\-I       -drj
(7.13) 2iriJCo 1 - ¿~° 2* J_r0 1 - «*•-•

= h(s) + 0*(s).

Now it is readily seen that hi(s) which is defined by the first integral (7.13)

is regular at the origin. Thus if we choose <f>o(s) =4>(s) -\-(b*(s), then f(s) —<f>o{s)

= hi(s) will be regular at the origin. Also, 4>*(s) admits in the half-plane

Re {s} > 0 a Taylor-/) expansion :

(7.14) <p*(s) = X «*e-"s>
n=0

where

*     1  rT°
an = — I      h(i-n)einidr].

2ir J _r0

That is, a* is a Fourier coefficient of the bounded function h{it). Thus,

a*—»0. On the other hand, by our assumption, an is bounded away from zero.

Consequently we have the desired property a* = o(an). This shows that

4>o(s) has all the required properties in Theorem 7.1. Similarly, if ít^O is a

singularity oí f(s) and if 0<e<7r is sufficiently small so that [ —e+r, e-f-r]

excludes the origin, then f (it) (which is defined almost everywhere) is bounded

in [ —'e+r, e+r]. Putting

1  rT+t    /(^)
<1>t(s) = — I        -dr\ = X a»e "     for Re is} > 0,

2tJ r-,    1 - e1"-"

one shows easily as before that this function possesses all the properties re-

quired by Theorem 7.1. We have now only to apply this theorem to obtain

the desired result (7.12).

As we have previously noted, Ikehara's theorem is a very special case of

the last theorem. It is thecase where<£(s) =^4/(1 — e~') —A -\-Ae~'-r- • • • , and

where, furthermore, a(u) is monotonie.

In conclusion we want to insert an application of the more general result

(7.3) arrived at in the process of proving Theorem 7.1. The result which we

shall derive is a known one (e.g. [4, p. 58]; however, we obtain an estimate

of the remainder term which is not discussed in [4]) and its interest lies mainly
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in the fact that it gives an indication of the type of results which one may

establish using complex variable Tauberians only. We shall apply (7.3) to the

logarithm of the Riemann zeta function. Let us first note that if in Theorem

7.1 the origin is an isolated singularity on the imaginary axis, then the func-

tion <b*(s) can be dropped so that (7.3) is replaced by the simpler expression:

\p(u)du + o(ez[u]),
o

where the constant c was shown to be equal to a(Q)-\-h(Q). Now, in our case

we may write after a translation of variable:

/»  00

e-""da(u) for Re {s} > 0
o

where

_   Ai(w)
a(u) =   }_, -• (Ai(w) = 1/w for n = pm, =0 otherwise).

n<eu

The function log f(s + l) is regular in the half-plane Re {s} ^0 except for a

logarithmic singularity at the origin, such that log f(s + l)— log (1/s) is

regular at the origin. Thus we see that all the conditions of Theorem 7.1 will

be satisfied if we shall choose

(1      \                 e~2"                                        C °°        iw
-) = e~s -\-Y • ■ ■     and   <?(s) =  I    er>«-
1 — e~'/                    2                                           Ji           u

Applying (7.15) we shall find that

n<eu     n J x    u \u /

or

2^ ■- = log log w + c + o[--1.
n<u      n \ log w /

Noting that

n<«     n p<„ p       m£2  p-»<„   mpm      p<v.  p       m=2 v   mpm \u/

we obtain

(7.16) Z — = loglogw + eo + of——)
P<u  p Wogu/
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We point out that in deriving (7.16) no growth properties of f(s) were used

(compare [4, loc. cit.]).
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